
Lecture 20: Shift Ciphers 

 

 Enter text:  text = ‘Hello, I’m Vince’ 

o What is the problem? … the ‘ symbol is a control symbol marking the 

beginning and end of strings. 

o Instead write: text = ‘Hello, I’’m Vince’ 

o Putting in a ‘’ will indicate to MATLAB to treat it is a character vice a 

control symbol. 

 

 double command creates an integer representation of the string: 

o code = double(text) 

 

 char command will change the code back to a readable string. 

o char(code) 

 

 Now try this: 

 

>> text='abcde' 

>> code=double(text); 

>> code=code+3; 

>> char(code) 

 

ans =defgh 

 

 What happened? 

 

 ASCII characters reside in the integer range 32 to 126>>  

 char(32:126) 

 explore char(1:31) and char(127:150) 

 try code=32:126, code=code+10; char(code); 

 What happened and how do why fix this? 

 

 Try this: 

>> code=32:132 

>> code=code-31 

>> code=mod(code+10,95) 

>> n=find(code==0) 

>> code(n)=95 

>> char(code) 



>> help mod 

 MOD    Modulus after division. 

    MOD(x,y) is x - n.*y where n = floor(x./y) if y ~= 0.  If y is not an 

    integer and the quotient x./y is within roundoff error of an integer, 

    then n is that integer.  By convention, MOD(x,0) is x.  The input 

    x and y must be real arrays of the same size, or real scalars. 

  

   The statement "x and y are congruent mod m" means mod(x,m) == 

   mod(y,m). 

  

    MOD(x,y) has the same sign as y while REM(x,y) has the same sign as x. 

    MOD(x,y) and REM(x,y) are equal if x and y have the same sign, but 

    differ by y if x and y have different signs. 

  

 Write a program that will take a string called text and a shift shift as inputs.  

Ouput should be the encoded message.  Call the routine 

cipher=shift_encrypt(text,s) 

 
function cipher=shift_encrypt(text,shift); 

%convert text to integers 

code=double(text); 

%convert code to matrix that contains integers between 1 and 95 

code=code-32; 

%shift the code 

code=mod(code+shift,95); 

%restore the integers to integers from 32 to 125 (ASCII characters) 

code=code+32; 

%convert code to text 

cipher=char(code); 

 

 How do you pass a message if the sender and received do not trust each other and 

do not wish to reveal their keys. 

o Sender sends encrypted message using his/her private key. 

o Receiver further encrypts message using his/her private key and sends 

back to sender. 

o Sender decrypts message using the original key (note that message is still 

encrypted) and sends back to receiver. 

o Receiver performs final decryption using his original key. 



Homework Assignment 

 Write a program that will take an encrypted text and a key.  Use the key to 

decrypt the text.  Assume that a shift algorithm is used.  The program should be 

call decipher=shift_decrypt(text,key) 

o Test you program on the following cipher that.  Use 32 as your key. 

o c0/(3"56-"5*0/4L@:063@130(3".@803,4AAA 

o You should be able to cut and paste this code into your program input. 

o How could you have used the program cipher=shift_encrypt(text,s) to 

decrypt this code. 

 

 Pick a partner.  One will be the sender, the other the receiver.  Sender: send 

encrypted message of at least 100 characters.  Receiver further encrypt message 

and send back to sender.  Sender remove encryption and send back to receiver.  

Receiver remove encryption. For homework provide the following: 

o Sender 

 Name of Receiver 

 Original Text 

 Your encrypted text and key 

 Encrypted text as received from receiver. 

 Encrypted text after you remove your encryption.  

o Receiver 

 Encrypted text received from sender. 

 Your encrypted text that you return to sender. 

 Encrypted text that you receive from sender the second time. 

 Final Text. 

 


